BUILD A SUPA BUDDY!

It’s your turn to create a superhero, just like George and Harold do in their comic books! First, write down all of the important details that make your hero super. Then, on the following page, design and decorate a one-of-a-kind cape!

MY SUPERHERO’S NAME:

SECRET WEAPONS & ACCESSORIES

What tools does your superhero use to save the day?

Secret Weapons:

Accessories:

ENEMIES

Who is your supervillain?

POWERS

What is your superpower?

JUSTICE CODE

How will your superhero make the world a better place?

LOOKS

What does your superhero look like? Draw your hero below. Be sure to include costume details!

BONUS: Design your own one-of-a-kind cape on the next page!
BUILD A SUPA BUDDY!
What does your superhero’s cape look like? Design and decorate it here!
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